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Daily Highlights

CBS News reports as many as seven animals died in tests of suspect dog and cat food done by
Menu Foods, an Ontario, Canada−based company, last month after complaints the products
were poisoning pets around the U.S.; a federal investigation is focusing on wheat gluten as a
source of contamination.  (See item 20)

• 

Johns Hopkins emergency medicine specialists have developed a tool −− the Electronic Mass
Casualty Assessment & Planning Scenarios computer program −− to help hospitals prepare for
disasters with the potential to overwhelm services.  (See item 26)

• 
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Energy Sector

Current Electricity Sector Threat Alert Levels: Physical: ELEVATED, Cyber:
ELEVATED
Scale: LOW, GUARDED, ELEVATED, HIGH, SEVERE [Source: ISAC for the Electricity Sector (ES−ISAC) −
http://www.esisac.com]

1. March 20, Bloomberg — Report: BP ignored safety warnings before blast. BP Plc's top
management repeatedly disregarded safety warnings at a Texas refinery for three years before a
2005 explosion killed 15, U.S. investigators concluded. Company executives ordered
across−the−board budget cuts of 25 percent in 1999 and again in 2004 after receiving escalating
safety warnings and experiencing three fatal accidents at the Texas City refinery in the year
before the March 23, 2005, explosion, the U.S. Chemical Safety Board said Tuesday, March 20.
"Decisions to cut budgets were made at the highest levels of BP Group despite serious safety
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deficiencies at Texas City," the agency said in its final report on the accident's causes.
Cost−cutting "left the Texas City refinery vulnerable to a catastrophe," the board said. The
explosion, which injured hundreds, was followed by a record $21 million fine for safety
violations by the U.S. Occupational Safety and Health Administration and more than 1,750
lawsuits. London−based BP admitted safety lapses at the refinery, its largest, and set aside $1.6
billion to settle claims. The company said today it disagrees with parts of the report, adding that
it will give "full and careful consideration" to the agency's recommendations.
Source: http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid=20601072&sid=aPrk4SN8
GhSI&refer=energy

2. March 20, Reuters — Congress gets Bush plan to boost U.S. oil stockpile. The Bush
administration sent Congress its plan to more than double the amount of crude oil held in the
U.S. emergency petroleum stockpile to 1.5 billion barrels. "The United States' economic and
national security are threatened by vulnerability to disruptions in world oil supply and volatility
in oil prices," U.S. Energy Secretary Sam Bodman said in a letter accompanying draft
legislation that was sent on Monday to the Senate Energy Committee. "The nation's
transportation sector, military, and major industries are largely dependent upon petroleum, and
so it is crucial to minimize the effect of disruptions in the world oil supply," Bodman said. The
emergency reserve currently holds 689 million barrels of crude. That is equal to about 56 days
of U.S. oil imports. The Bush administration wants a 90−day oil cushion. Boosting the
stockpile to 1.5 billion barrels over the next two decades would help meet the goal of having 90
days of oil imports, according to Bodman.
Source: http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp−dyn/content/article/2007/03
/20/AR2007032000531.html

3. March 19, Contra Costa Times (CA) — Bomb threat at Martinez refinery reportedly
baseless. A bomb threat called into Shell's refining facility late Sunday, March 18, turned out to
be a false alarm, the Contra Costa Sheriff's Office said. Security at the refinery, located at 3485
Pacheco Boulevard, told police they received a phone call from a man at 10:24 p.m. PDT
Sunday, Contra Costa Lt. Charles Skuce said. The caller said he had placed two bombs in the
refinery −− one in the flexicoker and the other in at the distilled hydrotreater unit −− and set
them to explode at midnight, Skuce said. Shell refinery security evacuated the two units at
11:30 p.m. and searched the area but found no bombs. The two units were searched a second
time at 12:45 a.m. Monday, and an all−clear was given at 1 a.m. The sheriff's office was not
notified of the bomb threat until just before 3 a.m. "That's a little disturbing right there," Skuce
said.
Source: http://www.contracostatimes.com/mld/cctimes/news/16934602.ht m

4. March 19, BusinessWeek — FERC approves undersea Spectra gas pipeline. Federal
regulators have approved Spectra Energy Corp. subsidiary's construction and operation of an
undersea natural gas pipeline that will serve the New England area, the company said Monday,
March 19. The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission has authorized Algonquin Gas
Transmission LLC to build the 16−mile, 24−inch diameter pipeline. Construction is expected to
begin in spring with operations anticipated to start by December. It will have the capacity to
transport up to 800,000 dekatherms of natural gas per day from a proposed deepwater port to an
existing pipeline in Massachusetts Bay. Bill Yardley, a Spectra vice president, said the project
will be completed in time to provide natural gas to the area by the 2007−2008 winter season.
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Source: http://www.businessweek.com/ap/financialnews/D8NVEBI80.htm

[Return to top]

Chemical Industry and Hazardous Materials Sector

Nothing to report.
[Return to top]

Defense Industrial Base Sector

5. March 20, Aviation Week — Air Force grounded U−2s for safety concern. The Air Force
grounded its U−2 intelligence aircraft worldwide last week due to fuel leaks found in at least
three of the high−flying aircraft. The grounding disrupted intelligence collection operations
around the globe, including surveillance activities in Iraq. The U−2 is being augmented by the
Global Hawk there, though the comparatively young unmanned aerial vehicle is not able to
collect the same imagery and signals intelligence as the U−2. The problems were caused by a
chafed wiring bundle next to the fuel tank. The wiring arched, causing a hole to emerge which
posed a danger of fire. Air Force Secretary Michael Wynne cited the U−2 wiring problem as an
example of its trouble managing its aging air fleet.
Source: http://www.aviationweek.com/aw/generic/story.jsp?id=news/U20
3207.xml&headline=AF%20Grounded%20U−2s%20For%20Safety%20Conc
ern%20&channel=defense

6. March 19, U.S. Air Force — Air power purchasing process continues to improve. Air
Combat Command's (ACC) award−winning acceptance team in Marietta, GA, is setting the
precedent on how the Air Force accepts airplanes. Working alongside the manufacturer during
production of the F−22A Raptor, ACC's Raptor Acceptance Team is a geographically separated
unit whose mission is to provide gaining units with "ready to fight" F−22s. The team consists of
15 qualified specialists who inspect the aircraft as it's being built and accept it before delivery.
By integrating into the manufacturer's quality inspection process, only the team can give the
final "OK to close" on 257 inspection areas. In the past, a newly delivered aircraft was sent
directly to a maintenance hangar where it was disassembled and thoroughly inspected before it
was deemed mission ready, a task that lasted about 30 days. The team identified more than
20,000 defects on the last 24 aircraft before they were delivered. Under the previous system,
these repairs would have been made by the gaining unit, costing both money and time. Without
this process, new Raptors would be unusable for a minimum of 30 days. Additionally, the Air
Force would incur the cost, $500,000, to coat and restore the aircraft to operational condition.
Source: http://www.af.mil/news/story.asp?id=123045412

7. March 19, GovExec — Officials describe risks in Army transformation program. A
Pentagon official described as "experimental" the Army's strategy to manage its ambitious
Future Combat System (FCS), while government auditors have expressed concern over the
approach of moving ahead aggressively despite major technology questions. Kenneth Krieg, the
undersecretary of Defense for acquisition, technology and logistics, spoke with reporters last
week on the use of a lead systems integrator in the Army's transformational combat systems
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modernization. Such integrators are contractors who do much of the work of developing system
architectures and requirements. Krieg said there are three or four major Defense programs run
by lead systems integrators. In a report (GAO−07−376) on FCS published Friday, March 16,
Government Accountability Office auditors warned of a different risk in the Army's acquisition
strategy for the system: the approach of moving aggressively forward despite a heavy reliance
on unproven technologies. The auditors urged the Pentagon to mitigate that risk by developing
backup plans in case technologies prove unavailable.
Source: http://www.govexec.com/story_page.cfm?articleid=36400&dcn=to daysnews

[Return to top]

Banking and Finance Sector

8. March 20, Associated Press — Technician's error wipes out data for Alaska state fund.
While doing routine maintenance work, a computer technician reformatting a disk drive at the
Alaska Department of Revenue accidentally deleted applicant information for an oil−funded
account and mistakenly reformatted the backup drive, as well. The disk drive contained an
account worth $38 billion. The computer foul−up last July would end up costing the department
more than $200,000. Nine months worth of information concerning the yearly payout from the
Alaska Permanent Fund was gone: some 800,000 electronic images that had been painstakingly
scanned into the system months earlier. And the only backup was the paperwork itself−−stored
in more than 300 cardboard boxes. According to department staff, they now have a proven and
regularly tested backup and restore procedure.
Source: http://www.cnn.com/2007/US/03/20/lost.data.ap/index.html

9. March 20, Security Focus — Researcher uncovers data thief's cache. Security firm
SecureWorks announced on Tuesday, March 20, that the firm had uncovered a previously
unknown Trojan horse and its associated data cache, both which showed the increasing
sophistication among data thieves. The program, which the company dubbed "Gozi," evaded
discovery by security firms for almost a month, records the user names and passwords of online
accounts, bypasses secure sockets layer (SSL) encryption, and uses a central server that also
acts a point−of−sale to underground data thieves. The SecureWorks researcher found nearly
10,000 account credentials belonging to 5,200 victims, including government employees, on the
server. Account credentials for more than 30 banks and credit unions were on the central server.
Source: http://www.securityfocus.com/brief/464

10.March 19, Chicago Tribune — Sheriff's secretary charged with stealing colleague's
identity. A former Will County, IL, Sheriff's Department secretary was charged Monday,
March 19, with stealing the identity of a deputy with whom she worked. She used his identity,
authorities said, to obtain a credit card, and then used that credit card for nearly $15,000 in cash
advances. Colleen Crafton, 36, was charged with one count of identity theft. If convicted, she
would face penalties ranging from probation to 15 years in prison. Local court records show no
history of arrests for Crafton. Crafton, who worked for the department for 16 years, resigned
after confessing, Barry said. An audit of the Training Division found no evidence of other
victims or improprieties.
Source: http://www.chicagotribune.com/news/local/chi−070319crafton,1
,1271565.story?coll=chi−news−hed
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[Return to top]

Transportation and Border Security Sector

11.March 20, Reuters — Continental, American balk at pilot rest rules. Continental Airlines
Inc. and AMR Corp.'s American Airlines are balking at providing extra rest periods and other
special safety measures for pilots who fly their longest international routes, four months after
rival Delta Air Lines Inc. agreed to such steps, industry and government officials said in the
Wall Street Journal. The crux of the argument is over the amount of rest necessary for pilots
once aircraft arrive overseas. Airlines that keep pilots sitting idle for shorter periods at foreign
destinations could enjoy significant labor−cost savings, thereby gaining a competitive edge
over rivals. On the other hand, pilot unions and other critics worry the result may be an erosion
of safety margins if tired crews have to cope with unusual or emergency situations.
Source: http://biz.yahoo.com/rb/070320/airlines_usa_pilots.html?.v=1

12.March 20, Government Accountability Office — GAO−07−632T: Homeland Security:
US−VISIT Program Faces Operational, Technological, and Management Challenges
(Testimony). This testimony summarizes the Government Accountability Office’s (GAO)’s
work on the Department of Homeland Security’s (DHS) efforts to implement the U.S. Visitor
and Immigrant Status Indicator Technology (US−VISIT) program at air, sea, and land ports of
entry (POE). US−VISIT is designed to collect, maintain, and share data on selected foreign
nationals entering and exiting the United States at air, sea, and land POEs. These data,
including biometric identifiers like digital fingerprints, are to be used to screen persons against
watch lists, verify identities, and record arrival and departure. This testimony addresses DHS’s
efforts to (1) implement US−VISIT entry capability, (2) implement US−VISIT exit capability,
and (3) resolve longstanding management challenges that could impair DHS’s ability to
effectively implement the US−VISIT program. GAO analyzed DHS and US−VISIT documents,
interviewed program officials, and visited 21 land POEs with varied traffic levels on both
borders.
Highlights: http://www.gao.gov/highlights/d07632thigh.pdf
Source: http://www.gao.gov/cgi−bin/getrpt?GAO−07−632T

13.March 20, Department of Transportation — Virgin America can meet U.S. citizenship test,
DOT tentatively concludes based on substantially revised application. Virgin America’s
plan to significantly reconfigure its ownership and management structure puts it back on track
to meet strict U.S. citizenship tests under federal law, the U.S. Department of Transportation on
Tuesday, March 20, tentatively found. The tentative decision does not change current U.S.
airline investment law or its application. After a previous ruling on December 27 found that
Virgin America’s original application failed the citizenship tests outlined in law, the company
filed a largely revised plan. That revised application, the Department has now tentatively found,
should meet U.S. ownership rules provided the company fully executes the proposed changes to
its original plan. The Department also imposed other conditions on Virgin America, which the
carrier would have to meet before obtaining final approval. These conditions include
completing required organizational changes, amending various agreements, and providing
advance notice to the Department should the carrier get additional loans from the
non−U.S.−based investors. Interested parties may file an objection to the proposed decision
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within 21 calendar days. Answers to objections will be due seven business days afterward. The
show−cause order and other documents in the case may be found at http://dms.dot.gov docket
OST−2005−23307.
Source: http://www.dot.gov/affairs/dot3007.htm

14.March 20, Voice of America — World's largest passenger aircraft makes first landing in
U.S. It is the largest passenger aircraft ever built. With a capacity to hold up to 550 passengers,
and with better fuel efficiency than other airliners, the Airbus A380 made a historic first stop in
New York on Monday, March 19. It is the first of several visits planned throughout the United
States this week. Under heavy security and before hundreds of cameras, the Airbus A380, the
world's largest passenger aircraft, made a relatively quiet landing on the runway at JFK
International Airport in New York on Monday. The Airbus's arrival at JFK, complete with
passengers and a full crew, marks the first visit by the new so−called megaliner to U.S. soil.
Port Authority Executive Director Anthony Shorris says the historic occasion also marks a new
beginning in air travel to and from New York. The city hopes to reap an economic benefit after
investing tens of millions of dollars in upgrading the airport to accommodate the new aircraft.
The company is hoping the successful landing in New York and the subsequent arrival of
another A380 at Los Angeles International Airport will help reverse some of the negative
publicity generated by the production delays.
Source: http://www.voanews.com/english/2007−03−20−voa79.cfm

15.March 20, Crain's New York Business — Port Authority plans $2B in seaport upgrades. The
Port Authority of New York and New Jersey set a new record for moving international cargo
and said it will spend $2 billion to upgrade its seaports over the next 10 years. Cargo rose eight
percent in 2006, led by continued trade growth with Asian and Northern European companies.
The value of cargo moving through the ports rose 13 percent to a record $149 billion. Traffic
moving through ExpressRail Port Newark, the Port Authority's on−dock rail terminal, rose to a
new record of nearly 338,900 containers. About $40 million was recently spent on
improvements to double ExpressRail's capacity of to more than 100,000 containers a year and
add a 9,000−foot arrival and departure track. "During the past 10 years, our cargo volume has
doubled and our rail volume has nearly tripled," said Port Authority Chairman Anthony Coscia,
in a statement. "The dramatic increases require us to take immediate steps to ensure our port
continues to grow and prosper." The Port Authority plans to upgrade marine terminal facilities,
off−port roads and railways to improve the flow of cargo.
Source: http://www.newyorkbusiness.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20
070320/FREE/70320010/1052

16.March 20, South Florida Sun−Sentinel — Orlando International Airport may spend $7M
for upgrades. Orlando International Airport officials will consider nearly $7 million in security
upgrades Wednesday, March 21, amid an investigation of airline employees accused of
smuggling guns onto a flight and the discovery of sensitive documents in an airport dumpster.
The enhancements, which include $5 million to screen airport employees as they enter secure
areas and the renewal of a $1.8 million contract to assist passenger screeners, could come at a
cost to other airport projects. Airport executives are still determining exactly how they will pay
for the changes, but Jeffry Fuqua, chairman of the Greater Orlando Aviation Authority that
operates the airport, said he is willing to work with the Transportation Security Administration
(TSA) to reach a solution. TSA officers last week began screening employees as they entered
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secure areas and will continue for 90 days, until the airport puts a permanent system in place
through a private security firm, TSA spokesperson Christopher White said. In exchange, the
airport will supplement the TSA's staff with workers such as those hired last year to free TSA
officers from time−consuming but non−security−related duties such as lifting bags into
scanning machines and helping prepare passengers who are standing in line, White said.
Source: http://www.sun−sentinel.com/news/local/florida/orl−secure200
7mar20,0,3225314.story?coll=sfla−news−florida

[Return to top]

Postal and Shipping Sector

17.March 20, Memphis Business Journal — FedEx launches next−day service in China. FedEx
Express will offer next−business−day domestic express service in China starting May 28, the
company announced Monday evening, March 19. The express subsidiary of Memphis−based
FedEx Corp. already has international service to and from China. Combined, the domestic and
international offerings will connect businesses within China and around the world. The new
domestic service will include time−definite delivery service to 19 cities and day−definite
service to 200 cities. The service will feature package tracking. FedEx said the service provides
Chinese companies with greater connectivity. Of FedEx Corp.'s 275,000 employees around the
globe, 30,000 work in Memphis and 6,000 in China.
Source: http://biz.yahoo.com/bizj/070320/1434336.html?.v=1

18.March 19, USPS News Release — USPS Governors approve majority of postal regulatory
commission's price recommendations, including Forever Stamp. The Governors of the U.S.
Postal Service (USPS) on Monday, March 19, approved an increase in the price of a
First−Class stamp to 41 cents, authorized the issuance of the Forever Stamp, approved
shape−based pricing, and set May 14 as the date for implementation of these changes.
However, they delayed implementation of new prices for periodicals and requested
reconsideration for some mail classes. USPS proposed new rates on May 3, 2006, and the
Postal Regulatory Commission (PRC) issued its recommendation on February 26, 2007. The
Governors spent considerable time deliberating the PRC's recommendations −− meeting six
times and rewriting several drafts of their decision over the past 22 days −− before voting. The
Governors also approved the Forever Stamp, which will sell at the new 41−cent First−Class
Mail one−ounce letter rate. The value on these stamps will always be the one−ounce letter rate
and can be used for any future one−ounce letter mailing without extra postage.
Source: http://www.usps.com/communications/newsroom/2007/pr07_023.ht m

[Return to top]

Agriculture Sector

19.March 19, Chicago Tribune — Farm bill puts emphasis on specialty crops. The proposed
2007 farm bill puts new emphasis on what the U.S. Department of Agriculture calls specialty
crops: fruits, vegetables and nuts from trees. They make up a third of the nation's cash crop
receipts −−a full 50 percent of receipts if floriculture and greenhouse plant sales are counted −−
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and, until now, they haven't drawn much federal money or attention. Expanded competition
from overseas, as well as a change in the government's nutrition pyramid in 2005, new concerns
about nutrition in the federally funded school meals program and the growing organic foods
market have all helped to elevate specialty crops in the agriculture funding debate. Past farm
funding measures have been dominated by the needs of what the agriculture industry calls
"program crops" or, more informally, "the big five" −− corn, wheat, soybeans, rice and cotton.
Those crops are variously used not just to feed people, but for products that range from corn
syrup sweeteners and animal feed to fabrics and ethanol.
Source: http://www.montereyherald.com/mld/montereyherald/news/politi cs/16932946.htm

[Return to top]

Food Sector

20.March 20, CBS News — Recalled pet food company knew of problem last month. As many
as one in six animals died in tests of suspect dog and cat food by the manufacturer last month
after complaints the products were poisoning pets around the country, the government said
Monday, March 19. A federal investigation is focusing on wheat gluten as the likely source of
contamination that sparked a recall Friday, March 16, of 60 million cans and pouches of the
suspect food, said Stephen Sundlof, the Food and Drug Administration's (FDA) top
veterinarian. Agency investigators are looking at other ingredients as well. The wet−style pet
food was made by Menu Foods, an Ontario, Canada−based company. The FDA on Monday had
investigators at Menu plants in Emporia, KS, and Pennsauken, NJ. Menu Foods told the FDA it
received the first complaints of kidney failure and deaths among cats and dogs from pet owners
on February 20. It began new tests on February 27. During those tests, the company fed its
product to 40 to 50 dogs and cats and seven animals died, Sundlof said. The recall now covers
dog food sold throughout North America under 51 brands and cat food sold under 40 brands.
Source: http://www.cbsnews.com/stories/2007/03/20/national/main25870 87.shtml

21.March 19, Government Computer News — Auditors find DHS food safety IT
uncoordinated. Federal programs to protect the food supply from terrorist attacks are spread
across several Department of Homeland Security (DHS) agencies that have failed to coordinate
their IT activities, according to a DHS inspector general (IG). Overlapping projects to develop
models and databases of the nation’s food−supply infrastructure and the threats it faces are
simmering in various agencies, according to the IG. DHS food safety projects fall under the
control of more than 20 agency programs, many with technology missions. “The shortage of
advance communication and coordination contributed, in part, to the propagation of similar
projects and initiatives,” the report said. “Because DHS models of food supply chains and
simulations of food contamination events are not fully developed, the department cannot fully
appreciate the consequences of an incident of this type,” auditors wrote. DHS food safety
technology programs also aren’t properly linked to other federal agencies that could provide
essential data and expertise, according to the report.
Source: http://www.gcn.com/online/vol1_no1/43345−1.html

22.March 19, Associated Press — South Korea and U.S. hold talks on beef imports. South
Korea and the U.S. began talks Monday, march 19, on banned bone fragments in American
beef shipments and other agriculture issues, officials said, part of efforts to clinch a free trade
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deal by the end of this month. The talks come after Seoul informed Washington earlier this
month that it will adjust its standards on bone fragments, seen as a possible concession to help
get U.S. beef back into South Korean markets after an absence of more than three years due to
fears of mad cow disease. Efforts to restart beef imports were stymied by the discovery of bone
fragments in three shipments of U.S. beef late last year. South Korean officials fear they could
harbor mad cow disease.
Source: http://www.chron.com/disp/story.mpl/business/4642363.html

[Return to top]

Water Sector

23.March 19, Press−Enterprise (CA) — Crews find more destructive mussels in aqueduct.
Crews inspecting the aqueduct that brings Colorado River water to millions of Southern
Californians have found almost 800 quagga mussels since March 10 in the largest discovery so
far of the tiny but destructive mollusks in the West, officials said. The discoveries were a sign
that the thumbnail−sized mollusks could create havoc in a major water source for the region. In
the Great Lakes, the invasive mussels from Ukraine have created a billion−dollar problem by
clogging water pipelines and altering ecosystems. The discoveries were made during a routine
maintenance shutdown of the 242−mile aqueduct that ends in Lake Mathews near Riverside.
Metropolitan used the time to search for the mussels in the aqueduct's eastern−most sections.
The mussels were first discovered in the West at Lake Mead National Recreation Area in early
January. Within weeks, a few mussels were found farther downstream in the Colorado River
and in the aqueduct.
Source: http://www.pe.com/localnews/inland/stories/PE_News_Local_S_m
ussels20.3d74dec.html

[Return to top]

Public Health Sector

24.March 20, London Times — Mosquito bred to destroy malaria. The fight against malaria
could eventually be transformed by releasing into disease−ridden areas genetically modified
mosquitoes that cannot transmit the infection. Scientists in America have engineered a species
of mosquito which is resistant to the malaria infection. Its ability to block the infection suggests
that it could come to dominate mosquito populations if released into the wild. The findings
offer the strongest suggestion yet that engineering mosquitoes to resist the parasite could help
to control a disease that takes up to 2.7 million lives each year, chiefly in Africa. Malaria
infects between 300 million and 500 million people each year.
Source: http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/news/uk/science/article1539 891.ece

25.March 20, Reuters — Thai bird flu strain found to be resistant to drug. Scientists have
found that a strain of the H5N1 bird flu virus circulating in Thailand is resistant to the flu drug
amantadine, and they called for rigorous study of H5N1 strains to better treat human victims.
While the World Health Organization has long recommended that Tamiflu be used as the first
line of defense against H5N1, it said last May that a "dual therapy" combining amantadine and
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Tamiflu may be considered in case of an outbreak. Yong Poovorawan, a medical professor at
Chulalongkorn University in Bangkok, said an H5N1 strain in the central part of Thailand had
become resistant to amantadine, casting more doubt over its use to fight the disease. "It would
be very dangerous if we don't know the sensitivity or resistance of the strain to amantadine and
we use amantadine (to treat people infected with this strain of H5N1)," Yong said. However, he
could not say how effective a dual Tamiflu−amantadine therapy may be as Thailand has not
tried administering such a treatment. There are two H5N1 strains circulating in Thailand, one in
the northeast and the other in the central part of the country.
Source: http://uk.reuters.com/article/healthNews/idUKHKG946212007032 0

26.March 19, John Hopkins University Gazette — Software helps hospitals prepare for mass
casualties. Johns Hopkins emergency medicine specialists have developed a tool to help
hospitals prepare for disasters with the potential to overwhelm services. The Electronic Mass
Casualty Assessment & Planning Scenarios computer program calculates the impact of such
crises as a flu epidemic, bioterrorist attack, flood or plane crash, accounting for such elements
as numbers of victims, wind direction, available medical resources, bacterial incubation periods
and bomb size. This stand−alone free software program is intended to allow users to model
disaster scenarios for drill planning and to use as an educational resource. Written by members
of the Johns Hopkins Critical Event Preparedness and Response office and of the Applied
Physics Laboratory, the program depends heavily on population density estimates to derive
"plausible estimates" of what hospitals may expect in the first minutes or hours of a disaster.
Software download: http://www.hopkins−cepar.org/EMCAPS/EMCAPS
Source: http://www.jhu.edu/~gazette/2007/19mar07/19casual.html

27.March 19, Agence France−Presse — Rift Valley fever kills 16 in Tanzania. An outbreak of
Rift Valley Fever (RVF) has killed at least 16 people and infected dozens others in Tanzania
over the past two months, officials said Monday, March 19. Health Minister David Mwakyusa
said the country's central region of Dodoma, about 281 miles north of the commercial capital
Dar es Salaam, was the most hit. "Dodoma is the most affected region, 13 people died there
recently and there are 41 patients with RVF related symptoms who are still admitted to
hospitals," Mwakyusa told reporters. Three more deaths were reported in other regions where
many have shown symptoms. The disease killed at least 170 people in neighboring Kenya
before it was put under control last month. Other deaths have been reported in Somalia.
RVF information: http://www.who.int/mediacentre/factsheets/fs207/en/
Source: http://news.yahoo.com/s/afp/20070319/wl_africa_afp/healthtan
zaniadisease_070319202556;_ylt=ArIW0mv.HARzV4M9yfFBjCCJOrgF

28.March 19, Reuters — Scientists aim for portable bird flu testing kits. Scientists are
developing portable kits for diagnosing bird flu in poultry, something they say could mean
much faster action to stop the spread of the virus. The United Nations Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO) said on Monday, March 19, that experts were already working on a $1,000
test system the size of a small television and hoped to develop an even smaller version they
called a laboratory in a pen. "The genius here is that such mobile testers can be used by anyone,
with the most basic training," said John Crowther who works for a research program set up by
FAO and the International Atomic Energy Agency. "Even farmers could do a test and the result
could immediately be processed back to a central point, like a mobile phone message. Within
two years, such tests could revolutionize disease diagnosis."
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Source: http://www.sciam.com/article.cfm?chanID=sa003&articleID=B6B2
16F2585250A7072B841A43A6C40E

[Return to top]

Government Sector

29.March 20, Government Accountability Office — GAO−07−626T: Critical Infrastructure:
Challenges Remain in Protecting Key Sectors (Testimony). As Hurricane Katrina so
forcefully demonstrated, the nation’s critical infrastructures −− both physical and cyber −−
have been vulnerable to a wide variety of threats. Because about 85 percent of the nation’s
critical infrastructure is owned by the private sector, it is vital that the public and private sectors
work together to protect these assets. The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) is
responsible for coordinating a national protection strategy including formation of government
and private sector councils as a collaborating tool. The councils, among other things, are to
identify their most critical assets, assess the risks they face, and identify protective measures, in
sector−specific plans that comply with DHS’s National Infrastructure Protection Plan. This
testimony is based primarily on the Government Accountability Office’s (GAO) October 2006
sector council report and a body of work on cyber critical infrastructure protection. Specifically,
it addresses (1) the extent to which these councils have been established, (2) key facilitating
factors and challenges affecting the formation of the council, (3) key facilitating factors and
challenges encountered in developing sector plans, and (4) the status of DHS’s efforts to fulfill
key cybersecurity responsibilities. GAO has made previous recommendations, particularly in
the area of cybersecurity that have not been fully implemented. Continued monitoring will
determine whether further recommendations are warranted.
Highlights: http://www.gao.gov/highlights/d07626thigh.pdf
Source: http://www.gao.gov/cgi−bin/getrpt?GAO−07−626T

[Return to top]

Emergency Services Sector

30.March 20, Scripps Howard News Service — Emergency workers in Texas to test new
systems. North Texas emergency workers will participate in a disaster exercise next month.
They'll test new radio systems funded with nearly $3 million worth of federal grants to ensure
area emergency−response agencies can communicate with each other, officials said. The
make−believe exercise in April will allow agencies to actually test radio systems in case of a
weapons−of−mass−destruction event that overwhelms their resources, said Dave Goodrich, the
City of Wichita Falls' emergency management coordinator. It's part of a round of exercises the
governor has ordered for regions around Texas to test communications, said Katherine
Cesinger, spokesperson for Governor Rick Perry. His communications plan called for Texas
agencies to be able to communicate across different radio systems and frequencies by 2007,
Cesinger said. They've technically achieved that level, and now it's time to find out if they have
in reality.
Source: http://www.timesrecordnews.com/trn/local_news/article/0,1891
,TRN_5784_5429436,00.html
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31.March 19, Israel Insider (Israel) — Israel holds nationwide drill simulating massive terror
attacks. Tuesday, March 20, will mark Israel's Home Front Command's first country−wide drill
to simulate major conventional and unconventional terror attacks, Ynetnews reported. All of
Israel's rescue services will be involved in the drill, which will begin with the sounding of a
siren on Tuesday. The drill is aimed at testing the Home Front's preparedness for different
emergency scenarios, with the goal of implementing the lessons learned from the second
Lebanon war. Among the scenarios to be tested are a missile attack on a building in Netanya,
causing the three−story house to collapse, and a missile landing at the Reading Power Station in
Tel Aviv, causing a large number of casualties. The rescue services will be sent to other
"missile landing" areas in Petah Tikva and in a community center in Jaffa. In Be'er Sheva the
drill will simulate a "mega−terror attack," simultaneous to a heavy barrage of rockets in
southern Israel, injuring many people.
Source: http://web.israelinsider.com/Articles/Security/10962.htm

[Return to top]

Information Technology and Telecommunications Sector

Nothing to report.

Internet Alert Dashboard

To report cyber infrastructure incidents or to request information, please contact US−CERT at soc@us−cert.gov or visit
their Website: www.us−cert.gov.

Information on IT information sharing and analysis can be found at the IT ISAC (Information Sharing and Analysis Center)
Website: https://www.it−isac.org/.

[Return to top]

Commercial Facilities/Real Estate, Monument &Icons Sector

Nothing to report.
[Return to top]

General Sector

Nothing to report.
[Return to top]
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DHS Daily Open Source Infrastructure Report Contact Information

DHS Daily Open Source Infrastructure Reports − The DHS Daily Open Source Infrastructure
Report is a daily [Monday through Friday] summary of open−source published information
concerning significant critical infrastructure issues. The DHS Daily Open Source Infrastructure
Report is archived for ten days on the Department of Homeland Security Website:
http://www.dhs.gov/iaipdailyreport

DHS Daily Open Source Infrastructure Report Contact Information

Content and Suggestions:
Send mail to dhsdailyadmin@mail.dhs.osis.gov or contact the DHS
Daily Report Team at (703) 983−3644.

Subscription and Distribution Information:
Send mail to dhsdailyadmin@mail.dhs.osis.gov or contact the DHS
Daily Report Team at (703) 983−3644 for more information.

Contact DHS

To report physical infrastructure incidents or to request information, please contact the National Infrastructure
Coordinating Center at nicc@dhs.gov or (202) 282−9201.

To report cyber infrastructure incidents or to request information, please contact US−CERT at soc@us−cert.gov or
visit their Web page at www.us−cert.gov.

Department of Homeland Security Disclaimer
 The DHS Daily Open Source Infrastructure Report is a non−commercial publication intended to educate and inform
personnel engaged in infrastructure protection. Further reproduction or redistribution is subject to original copyright
restrictions. DHS provides no warranty of ownership of the copyright, or accuracy with respect to the original source
material.
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